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Abstract 

This research is experimental research that has an aim to know the effectiveness of nature-based contextual approach 
application for the scientific attitude and chemistry learning achievement. The effectiveness investigated was seen from 
some aspects: (a) the students’ chemistry attitude achievement (b) the students’ chemistry learning achievement.  The 
subject in this research is the students of seven grade of Junior High School 1 Klaten in academic year 2008/2009 
consisting 72 students from the chosen class that had been done. The data analysis of the chemistry learning 
achievement had been done by using one way covarian analysis statistic test (anacova) and using controlled variable 
with prior knowledge of chemistry. The students’ chemistry attitude can be got by using the questionnaire on the 
beginning and the end of the treatment and then the data would be analyzed statistically by using same subject T-test. 
The result from anacova test was Fo=70,352 (p=0,000). This result was shown that there was a significant difference 
between the students’ achievement chemistry learning that had been treated using nature-based contextual approach 
and the comparator class. The average score from the test of learning achievement from the treatment class was 70,250 
and this score was better than the controlled class (62,333). The effectiveness for the scientific attitude achievement was 
shown from the result of same subject T-test and the achievement of average score (gain) of students’ scientific attitude. 
There was an increase in value of scientific attitude from the treatment class from 155,722 became 158,417. The result of 
this research shown that the application of nature-based contextual approach can increase the students’ scientific 
attitude and chemistry learning achievement. Even though this research was only applied in the research condition, but 
this research can be a model that can be developed by the teachers as the alternative in chemistry learning in Junior High 
school on the certain principal material. 
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 Background 

The effort to reach the aim of national education can 
be done by doing some improvement on the 
aspects in the educative process. Those aspects 
are: learners, teachers, environment, curriculum 
and learning result assessment. Curriculum is the 
vital aspect to decide the policy in the learning 
process. School based curriculum was developed 
based on the educative national standard that 
had been set by BSNP. This curriculum leads a 
learning process centered on the learners and life 
skill reference.  

The aim of science learning is not only mastering 
the knowledge including the facts, the concepts, 
or the principles but also the process of inventing 
(www.bnsp-ind.org/standar-isi.php). Some of the 
problems in science learning are the lack of method 
variation and learning process which tents to teacher 

center and make the learner become passive. The use 
of inappropriate method in science learning makes the 
learners have to memory the materials which are very 
factual without connect it with the application of 
problem solving in the daily life. It can make the 
superficial knowledge understanding and an opinion 
which says that the materiel was difficult. For this it can 
impact the learning result to be less from the minimum 
score criteria. 

It becomes the challenge for the teachers to create the 
learning process that gives many direct experiences of 
learning and focuses on problem solving. The learning 
process that focused on the mastering of materiel was 
succeed in short term memorizing competition, but it 
didn’t work well to give information for the learners to 
solve the problem in long term living. Recently, it is a 
possibility to go back to the idea that learners will learn 
better in natural environment. Learning process is more 
meaningful when the learners also have a direct 
relation with materiel and not only knowing the 

http://www.bnsp-ind.org/standar-isi.php�
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materiel. The appropriate approaches for this paradigm 
are Contextual Teaching and Learning (CTL), Science, 
Environment, Technology and Society (SETS) and the 
learning process with process skill approach (Pusat 
Kurikulum, Balai Penelitian dan Pengembangan, 2006 ).  

Science learning needs a new approach to make 
learning process become more meaningful and develop 
the cognitive, affective and psychometric competency 
(thinking, working and acting scientifically). This 
research reviews the effectiveness of nature-based 
contextual approach to learn science. This approach 
was chosen because it was appropriate approach to 
lead student center principle and science characteristic.  
The learning process using nature-based approach was 
the learning concept that helps the teachers to connect 
the materiel and the real situation around the learners 
and makes the learners’ environment as the object, 
medium and learning resource and also involves it 
whether directly or indirectly in the learning process. It 
encourages the learners to make the connection 
between the knowledge learned and the application in 
the daily life. For this, the learning concentration will 
increase and the material understanding will be better, 
so the learning achievement will increase.  

The components which are integrated in nature-based 
contextual learning are: inquiry, constructivism, and the 
people who learn how to connect the nature by giving 
the direct experiences in learning process. This 
condition supports the increase of the scientific 
attitude as the affective competency of the learners to 
the object or the material learned.  

Essentially, learning is the interaction between people 
and the environment or between stimuli and response 
so that make the change of behavior. Nature-based 
leaning is the learning process that integrates 
environment elements in the learning process and has 
an aim to help the learners get the meaning of leaning 
process. So that it can make the learners to have an 
environmentally consciousness, realize the change that 
have happened and can solves the problem in the 
environment.  

Environment involves anything around human being. 
Learning environment consist of: social environment, 
personal environment, cultural environment, natural 
environment (physical) involving the natural resources 
that can be used as the learning resources. Based on 
Sukisman Purtadi (2006), some ways that can be used 
to involve the environment (nature and the product) 
into the learning process are: (a) bringing the 
environment in pure form, (b) bringing the 
environment in the analogy form, (c) bringing the 
environment in the form of direct object, (d) bringing 
the environment in the form of stop and motion 
picture.  

The scientific attitude can be said as the attitude that 
has the big attention to the knowledge or scientific 
thinking behavior (Mulyati Arifin (1995 : 177).  Scientific 

learning should develop the scientific attitude such as 
curiosity, respect for evidence, flexibility, critical 
reflection, sensitivity to living things and environment. 
For this, learning scientific attitude becomes one of the 
factors that influent the learning process in the class.  

This condition makes the teachers to apply the nature 
based contextual approach that was considered as the 
learning concept that can help teachers connect the 
material taught and reality world condition of the 
learners and support the learners to make a connection 
between the knowledge learned and the application in 
their live as a family member and citizen. Nature based 
contextual approach has been chosen because by using 
this approach, the result of the learning process 
supposed to be more meaningful for the learners. 
Learning process takes place naturally in the shape of 
students’ activities which are working and having an 
experience but it is not transferring the knowledge 
from the teachers to the learners. The learning strategy 
is more important than the result. In the contextual 
class, the teachers’ role is helping the learning to reach 
the aim of the learning process. The role is to manage 
the class to be a team that work together to find 
something new for the learners 
(http://www.dikdasmen.org). 

Besides that, the reason why this research has chosen 
this approach is that this method gives the learning 
atmosphere in which the learners can understand 
appropriately by themselves from the new experience 
from the environment. Because of it, it is very 
necessary to have a research for the effectiveness of 
nature based contextual approach application to 
increase the scientific attitude and the chemistry 
learning achievement. 

Research problem: How does the effectiveness of 
nature based contextual approach application for (a) 
the students’ scientific attitude and students’ chemistry 
learning achievement in SMP N 1 Klaten? 

Method  
This research is the experimental research, with 
rambang lugas design. The population of this research 
are the learners seven grade of SMP N 1 Klaten in the 
academic year 2008/2009 consisting of six class with 
222 learners. The amount of the sample has taken from 
2 class, they are seven grade of SMP N 1 Klaten 
consisting 72 learners. According to Gay, the amount of 
the sample in the experimental research should be at 
least 30% from the total population. Sample collection 
technique has been done by using purposive cluster 
sampling, it means that the sample collection is fully 
decided by the researcher I order to reach the certain 
purpose in which the sample consists of the students in 
a group or class (Rr. Lis Permana Sari, 2007 : 37). In this 
case, the researcher takes two classes that have almost 
the same score average of background knowledge.  

http://www.dikdasmen.org/�
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The variables that had been measured were: (a) 
independent variable was giving the treatment to the 
treatment class that applied the chemistry learning 
process by using nature based contextual approach. (b) 
Dependent variable in this research is the achievement 
of the chemistry learning and students’ scientific 
attitude. Chemistry learning achievement was the 
result of chemistry learning in a shape of result score of 
answering the questions of chemistry learning 
achievement that had been validated in the class 
besides the treatment class and the control class. The 
students’ scientific attitude was measured by using the 
validated questionnaire. (c) Variable that had been 
controlled in this research was the students’ chemistry 
background knowledge.  

The instruments that had been used in this research 
were: 

a) Lesson plan.  
Lesson plan is an instrument to give the treatment to 
the sample. In this research there were two types of 
lesson plans that had been used, the first one was 
lesson plan for the treatment class using nature based 
contextual approach and another one was the lesson 
plan for the control class. The lesson plans were 
completed by students’ worksheet.  
b) Achievement Test 
The instrument  of chemistry  test  were  multiple 
choices. The questions were logically and empiric 
validated. To full fill the logical validated, the questions 
arrangement must be firstly started by composing the 
question draft. The result of reliability test of learning 
achievement test was got by using formula KR-20 is 
0,806  it mean that this instrument was reliable to take 
the data of learners’ chemistry learning achievement. 
c) Questionnaire of Scientific Chemistry  Attitude  
The questionnaire of scientific attitude was an 
instrument which was used to measure the attitude of 
someone who interest to some scientific activities. It 
consisted of thirty nine points which created five based 
scientific attitudes, there were acceptation, curiosity, 
responses, problem solving, organizing, characteristic, 
and re evidence approval. This questionnaire had full 
filled construct validity and the content with reliable 
price (r Alpha Cronbach) 0,91.  

Table 1. Scientific Attitude Instrument 
No. Indicator Statement 

Number 
Total 

1 Critical Thinking 1, 2, 6, 8, 12, 13, 
14*, 15, 16*, 22, 

23, 38, 39 

13 

2 Strong want learning  21, 24, 26, 30 4 
3 Strong want learning 10, 11, 29, 34, 36 5 
4 Accurate  5*, 17*, 18, 35 5 
5 Respecting other people 7, 9, 25, 31  4 
6 Give opinion in the forum 

bravely 
3*, 4*,19, 20, 

27*, 28*, 32, 33, 
37 

9 

Total 39 
Note = (*) : Negative statement 

Analysis data technique to the chemistry learning 
achievement was done by using covariant analysis 
(Anakova) with chemistry early knowledge as 
controller variable. The increasing of learner scientific 
attitude could be showed by using questionnaire which 
is given to the learner before and after that action and 
it’s analyzed by using same subject T-Test. Before using 
it, firstly it’s used hypothesis requirement test. All of 
them are used SPSS 

 

Result and Discussion  
a) Learning  Achievement  Data 
Table 2.The Data of  Prior Knowledge (X) and Chemistry 
Achievement Learning (Y)     

 

Experiment Class 
(A1) 

Comparison 
Class(A2) 

X1 Y1 X2 Y2 

Total of 
Participant  36 36 36 36 

The Highest 
Value 89 96 91 85 

The Lowest 
value 51 55 41 52 

The Average 
Value  

68,167 70,250 66,167 62,333 

      
The data analysis was done by using the SPS program 
Sutrisno Hadi and Yuni Pramardiningrum edition. From 
these calculations it can be got the result like the 
summary in table 3.  

Table 3. The summary of Anakova Test result 
Class n X Y ^

Y  
Fo p 

A1 
(treatme

nt) 

3
6 

68,7
50 

70,25
0 

69,6
94 

8,98
4 

0,00
4 

A2 
(control) 

3
6 

66,16
7 

62,3
33 

62,88
9 

 
Based on the learning schievement data analysis using 
one line anakova test, Fo = 8,984 and p = 0,004 on db 
1/69. The score of p(0,004)<0,05, it mean Ho was 
refused and could be concluded that statically it was a 
significant positive difference of the learners’chemistry 
learning achievement which followed the learning 
process used nature based contextual approach and  
the learners which followed the conventional approach 
when the background knowledge was controlled 
statistically.  

b) Scientific attitude data 

The scientific attitude data had been got by using the 
questionnaire of scientific attitude. The measured 
aspects were critical thinking, learning will, cooperation 
will, accurately, respecting others and delivering the 
opinion in the forum. The summary of learners’ 
scientific attitude data can be seen on table 4. 
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Table 4. The summary of learners’ scientific attitude 

data 
 

 

Based on the scientific attitude data analysis using T-
test from the SPS program in computer Sutrisno Hadi 
and Yuni Pramardiningrum edition shows that T-test 
same subject in the treatment class has score t =  1,497 
(p<0,05). It mean that it was an enhancement of the 
learners’ scientific attitude which follow the learning 
process use nature based contextual approach, and 
also the numeric number showed that it was an 
enhancement of the scientific attitude that can be seen 
freom the average score 155,722 becomes 158,417. 

 
c) Discussion 
In the learning process using nature based contextual 
approach the instruments and the materials that have 
been used for the practicum are those things from the 
environment, in spite some of them are the chemistry 
instruments or the material in the laboratory. In spite of 
this, the instruments and the chemical materials used 
are familiar things and often be met. In the application 
step, the teachers have a job to observe and help the 
learners that meet a difficulty in the practicum.  

One of the criteria of nature based contextual 
approach can be considered effective when this 
approach can improve the learners’ chemistry learning 
achievement. The process of nature based contextual 
approach refer to seven components, these are 
constructivism, inquiry, questioning, learning 
community, modeling, reflection and authentic 
assessment. Some more important things are nature 
and environment that have been used as an object, 
learning resources and learners’ learning materials 
whether these are direct or indirect. The learners are 
taken to the real environment or the environment that 
have been served in the classroom while the learning 
process is happening. This atmosphere makes the 
learners find the new knowledge using the interesting 
way and makes the learning process becomes more 
meaningful and dynamic. 

 The material used in the learning process whether in 
the treatment class or in the control class is the 
characteristic of the changing of acid alkali and 
substance. The researcher uses hand out in the learning 
process of this material. This hand out helps the 
researcher to extent the material faster. The hand out 
consist of the explanation of the substance changing 

material that has been adapted using the standard of 
competency and the basic competency.  

On the first meeting in the treatment class, the 
researcher explains a learning concept using nature 
based contextual approach. Each meeting the 
researcher explains the aim or the learning competency 
that should be mastered by the learners after the 
learning process. There are some groups which 
comprise 9-10 learners. This distribution has an aim to 
apply the learning society aspect and these groups are 
bounded by the learning activities. Study in group is 
better than study alone. The learners are intended to 
have a discussion to obtain the opinion and idea to 
solve the problem.  

The learning process is begun using apperception to 
encourage the learners’ curiosity and give them a 
chance to ask.   This activity has an aim to create the 
basic concept of the learners as the background 
knowledge to explore the new knowledge that will be 
got in the observation and the treatment process. The 
sub materials that will be learnt is the definition of the 
characteristic and the changing of the substance, the 
chemical changing that brings the change of the 
temperature and color.  

Observation is the activity to observe the learning 
process object to get the information in order to obtain 
the new knowledge. Observation is done around the 
school. In the group itself, the learners do the 
observation to the objects chosen by the researcher. 
The objects observed are not only from the 
environment around, but also can be the objects that 
have been taken by the researcher. The result of this 
observation is written on the observation sheet served 
by the researcher.  

The researcher becomes the director and the facilitator 
when the observation is happening. For instance from 
the observation in iron trails or garbage made from 
iron, the learners are aimed to identify the chemistry 
and physic characteristic, then the teacher points the 
learners’ attention on the new iron nail and compare it 
with the iron trails before, from this activity the 
learners are expected to make a prediction the process 
of changing of the substance around them.  

On the beginning of this observation, many learners 
confuse because this is the first time for them to do the 
outdoor observation. Most of the learners are 
attracted to follow the outdoor learning process   and 
they can find the new information. In other hand, there 
are some students feel happier to have a class inside 
the room. Then, the observation result is discussed in 
the class. The observation data from each group are 
discussed together, and the researcher acts as the 
guide to correct the mistakes. After they get the 
concept and the new knowledge from the observation, 
then the researcher and the learners conclude the 
knowledge learnt together. Each of the ends of the 
learning processes the researcher gives a group 

Group Average Gain 

Treatment 
before : 155,722 

2,694 
after : 158,417 

Control 
before :159,444 

0,778 
after :160,222 
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assignment that is to bring the materials around the 
learners to be made as an object for the learning 
process for the nest meeting. 

The second meeting discusses the sub materials of the 
chemistry changing which causes the arising of gas and 
sediment.  The method used is the simple experiment 
using the substances brought by the learners such as 
lime-water, tube, candle or palm leaf rib, matches and 
soon. The researcher also brings the substance that are 
only used to be demonstrated such as HCl metal and 
HCl solution to explain the process of chemistry change 
that produces gas. Using the simple reaction: 

Fe(s) + 2HCl(aq) → FeCl2(aq) + H2

Each of the groups does the same experiment then 
discusses the result of this experiment in group. Then, 
the teacher guides the discussion among the groups to 
conclude the result of the learning. The evaluation is 
done in the end of the meeting using the tournament 
among the groups and individual evaluation use the 
written question. The meeting is closed by giving the 
learners an assignment to bring the materials from 
their environment as the experiment object and 
learning object for the next meeting.  

(g) 

The third meeting discusses the characteristic of the 
alkali acid of the substance and the clarification 
process. This meeting is done by using the observation 
method. The learners are asked to bring the materials 
from their home and try to identify it by knowing the 
characteristics without using an indicator. After that, 
the teacher explains the classification of alkali acid. The 
next assignment is that the learners should bring the 
household materials that can be considered as acid or 
alkali.  

In the fourth meeting the teacher explains the indicator 
of alkali acid and pH. Then the learners have an 
experiment to decide alkali acid characteristic from the 
materials taken from their home by using the litmus-
paper and universal indicator. Each of the groups 
discusses the result of the experiment and presents it 
in front of the class. Then the teacher explains more 
and gives the example of the nature material that can 
be used as the indicator of alkali acid. The learners are 
guided to make alkali acid nature indicator. Then, the 
teacher explains the nature phenomenon connected 
with alkali acid. 

By giving the assignment for the learners have an aim 
to make the learning process happens continuously. 
Besides the resource of the learning, in the learning 
process, the teacher acts as the learning strategy 
planner, facilitator and motivator.   

The good responds from the treatment class is good 
enough and it can be seen from questions made in 
every learning process. The condition which is 
representative and the good facilities support the 
learning process run well. The effectiveness of nature 
based contextual approach application for the learning 

achievement can be known from the learning 
achievement test done after the materials have been 
taught.  

The learning process using a conventional approach is 
done in the control class. This process tends to have a 
lecturing method, catechize, and answering the 
questions. There are some activities that are absolutely 
different between the control class and the treatment 
class. The treatment class is more dynamic than control 
class. The giving of the direct learning process for the 
learners dominates the activity so that the learning 
process is student centered process. 

Nature based contextual approach application is easy 
because there are some real learning objects in spite it 
needs more time rather than the conventional 
approach. Moreover, the researcher must arrange the 
well done learning process scenario to make the well 
organized material so that it can be understood easily 
and in time.  During the learning process, researcher 
must manage the class to be controlled, and it becomes 
conducive class and also he/she can attract the 
learners’ attention and more focused so that the surfeit 
of the learners can be avoided. In the   control class, the 
interaction only happens between the learners and the 
researcher, because the method used tends to teacher 
centered. This method limits the learners to develop 
the affective psychometric competency. 

The result of the learning between the control and 
treatment class has a significant number of differences. 
The average score of treatment class is 70,250, and for 
the control class is 62,889. From the background 
knowledge between the classes, the learners in 
treatment class experiences the increase level of 
chemistry learning achievement, in other hand, the 
control class experiences the reduction level. The 
reduction of the score average from the control class 
can happen because the method used tends to 
monotone one. The learning process in the control 
class is more complex than the treatment one so that it 
is very possible for the control class to get the better 
result than the treatment class. It means that the 
factors influencing the result are not only come from 
the materials and the background knowledge of the 
learners but also from the psychology or emotion, the 
learning environment. 

The learning process which tends to be lecturing 
method and catechize will be more monotone less 
challenging and so boring. It makes the respond, 
curiosity and the concentration level for the material 
will decrease. The materials given are factual and 
informative. When the materials can not attract the 
learners’ attention so that the materials cannot be 
understood well, the materials will only be memorized 
without the connection process with the background 
knowledge. 

The learning achievement data got are in shape of 
learning achievement test score. Taken from one line 
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anacova test the score of Fo = 8,984 on p = 0,004, 
because the score p<0,05 so that Ho is refused and Ha 
wasaccepted. It can be concluded that there are 
positive and significance differences from the learners’ 
chemistry learning achievement from the nature based 
contextual approach class and the conventional class.  

Nature based contextual approach was success 
because the learners try to be active in learning 
process. The openness attitude of the learners for 
nature based contextual approach that wasfirstly got 
gives the facilitation for the researcher in learning 
process. Moreover, the choosing of the method 
influences the learning process fluency. To make more 
effective learning process, the learners should be given 
an extra assignment to do at home so that the learners 
will understand deeper the materials taught. 

  The enhancement of chemistry learning quality in SMP 
N 1 Klaten can be seen from the enhancement of the 
learners’ scientific attitude that can be known from T-
test toward the questionnaire of A1 students’ scientific 
attitude (treatment class) and A2 students (control 
class). The treatment class has the beginning score 
average 155,722 and the end score 158,417. The result of 
same subject T-test of A1 students (treatment class) 
shows t0 = 1,497 so that it can be concluded that it has 
a positive difference of the learners’ scientific attitude 
before and after following the learning process using 
nature based contextual approach and it has an 
increase number of numeric for the scientific attitude 
achievement.  

It shows that the learners are already able to have an 
active learning process maximally. The learners’ 
scientific attitude has already turns up and it can be 
seen from the anxiety of the learners toward the 
nature. Beside T-test, the activeness in learning 
process, the curiosity of the materials taught by asking 
the materials which are difficult, the discussion in a 
group to solve the problem, doing the experiment by 
themselves in the laboratory to know the fact learnt 
show the significant differences of learners’ scientific 
attitude.  

Nature based contextual approach applied in this 
research was effective in increasing the chemistry 
understanding and learners’ scientific attitude because: 
(a) encourages the learners to make a connection 

between the material learnt and an understanding of 
the material (b) creates the dynamic learning process 
condition so that the learners are motivated to study. 
(c) Involves actively the learners in the learning process 
by using the cognitive, affective and pshycomotoric by 
giving the direct experiences. (d) makes the positive 
responses from the learners so that the learning 
process runs well. 

The advantages of nature based learning process are: 
(a) the learning process was realistic because it comes 
from the real experiences of the learners and it was 
useful for their living. (b) Increasing the cooperation 
and integration between the learners and nature. (c) It 
was one way in learning process which demands the 
creativity and the activeness from the learners in 
constructing the knowledge. The disadvantage from 
this approach comes from how o manage the learners 
in doing the outdoor observation.  

 The result of this research shows that the application 
of nature based contextual approach can improve 
scientific attitude and chemistry learning achievement 
of the students. Even though this research was only 
applied in the research condition, but this research can 
be a model that can be developed by the teachers as 
the alternative way in chemistry learning in Junior High 
school on the certain principal material. 

CONCLUSION  
  Based on this research, the conclusions are:  

a) There are some significant differences of the 
learners’ chemistry learning achievement before and 
after the learning process between the learners which 
follow nature based contextual approach and the 
learners in control class. 

b) There are some enhancements of learners’ scientific 
attitude toward the chemistry learning process before 
and after follows nature based contextual approach. 
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